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ABSTRACT
In the recently proposed latent perceptual indexing of audio, a col-
lection of clips is indexed using unit-document frequency measures
between a set of reference clusters as units and the clips as the
documents. The reference units are derived by clustering the bag-
of-feature vectors extracted from the whole audio library using an
unsupervised clustering technique. Indexing is achieved through
reduced-rank approximation (using singular-value decomposition)
of the unit-document co-occurrence measure matrix that is obtained
for the given set of reference clusters and the collection of audio
clips. In our initial investigation, the k-means algorithm was used
to derive the reference units. In this paper, we attempt to reduce
the computation load requirements for the k-means algorithm and
singular-value decomposition by randomly splitting the training
data into smaller sized parts instead of working on it as a whole.
We present results of classification experiments on the BBC sound
effects library and our results indicate this approach can significantly
reduce the computation time without significant loss in classification
performance.

Index Terms— content based audio retrieval, audio classifica-
tion, clustering, Latent Perceptual Indexing, Web 2.0 applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

Present day Web 2.0 applications allow users to create, upload, edit
and access multimedia documents. To provide efficient, automatic
access to the users, the back-end indexing system needs to categori-
cally organize the documents. To have full flexibility, indexing using
tags/captions (for text-based queries) and the content (for example-
based queries) is desirable. Although document indexing is an off-
line process, due to large number of users and even larger number
of documents, the computational load 1 required for indexing can be
very high. This aspect becomes even more critical for indexing us-
ing the content instead of the tags/captions because the information
extraction bandwidth for multimedia documents can be significantly
larger. In light of this issue, the work presented in this paper focuses
on reducing the computational load involved in Latent Perceptual In-
dexing of audio clips for example-based query and retrieval.
Latent Perceptual Indexing (LPI) [1, 2], seeks a single vector repre-
sentation of an audio clip within a collection by using unit-document
frequency measures. This approach is analogous to Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI)[3, 4]. The units or reference clusters in LPI are taken
to be equivalent to terms (or words) in LSI and documents are the
audio clips that are equivalent to text documents in LSI. As shown in
[1], this results in a single, low-dimensional vector and the similar-
ity between the clips can be derived through vector distance measure.

1computational load refers to memory and cpu time requirements.

The main advantage of this approach is that it allows for comparison
of arbitrary audio clips through vector similarity measure that also
embodies both semantic and perceptual similarities [2].

In this data-driven approach, there are two computationally in-
tensive steps involved in obtaining a latent representation for the
audio clips: the k−means algorithm used to discover the units or
reference clusters, and singular value decomposition (SVD) of the
unit-document frequency matrix to obtain the reduced-rank approx-
imation. The main focus of this paper is to reduce the computational
load for latent perceptual indexing. Here, we investigate a divide-
and-conquer approach of splitting the available training data into
smaller, manageable parts and then processing them individually. It
is easy to see that such an approach reduces the computational load
required for indexing as (1) clustering and SVD algorithms run faster
on smaller data sets, (2) it allows for parallel computations and (3)
the runtime memory requirements are significantly lower.

The organization of this paper is as follows: related work within
the context of content-based retrieval is presented next followed by
the details of the experiments performed and the results. Finally, the
paper concludes with a discussion of the results and future direc-
tions.

1.1. Related Work

Content-based retrieval of audio mainly involves organization and
classification according to the semantic labels. Typical examples
[5, 6, 7] are those that use category based modeling for a selection
of audio clips. In [5, 6] the system is evaluated on a library of cat-
egories such as animals, bells, crowds, female, laughter, machines,
male voices, percussion instruments, telephone, water sounds etc. In
contrast to this, LPI proposed in [1] attempts to characterize whole,
unstructured 2 audio clips. Related work in this domain of modeling
and retrieval for unstructured audio are [8, 9, 10]. In [8], the au-
thor improves the labeling scheme by creating a mapping from each
node of a hierarchical model in the abstract semantic space to the
acoustic feature space. The nodes in the hierarchical model (repre-
sented probabilistically as words) are mapped onto their correspond-
ing acoustic models. In [9], the authors propose a similar approach
of modeling features with semantic text labels in the captions. In
[10], their approach uses semantic relations in language. Here the
authors have used WordNet to generate words for a given audio clip
using acoustic feature similarities, and then retrieve clips that are
similar to the tags. While these viable methods have been success-
ful, as far as we know, strategies to extrapolate them to large data
sets have not been explored or presented. In this respect, the main

2the term unstructured refers to audio clips recorded in any scene that may
contain any number of unknown sources that may also overlap temporally
without any well defined segmentation points. Such clips do not belong to
any pre-specified domain or category.
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Fig. 1. Two approaches to Latent Perceptual Indexing by splitting the data {L}. METHOD 1: clustering individual parts and then performing
combined SVD.METHOD 2: clustering individual parts and performing individual SVDs, and then augmenting the respective vectors.

contribution of the work presented here is to investigate methods to
reduce the computational load for LPI by a divide-and-conquer ap-
proach that is suitable for large-scale parallel computations.

2. PROPOSED APPROACH
Given a collection ofM audio clips, the procedure to derive a latent
perceptual representation is as follows. First, a bag of feature-vectors
L is extracted from the M clips. Using an unsupervised clustering
technique, the set of features L is clustered intoN distinct reference
clusters (whose centroids are the reference points). Then each fea-
ture vector extracted from say the mth clip is quantized into one of
theN clusters, and aN dimensional unit-document frequency mea-
sure is estimated [1, 2]. Repeating this procedure for the collection
of M clips results in a FM×N matrix representation of the library.
By SVD, a reduced rank (F̃M×R where R < N ) approximation
of this sparse representation is obtained resulting in mapping audio
clips to points in a latent perceptual space. Thus each audio clip is
represented as a single vector in a latent space spanned by the eigen
vectors of the SVD step. Using a similar procedure, a clip outside the
collection ofM clips can also be represented in this latent space and
similarity between two clips is the vector dot product of their cor-
responding vectors. The motivation for Latent Perceptual Indexing
method and the vector similarity measures are discussed in greater
detail in [1].

In our initial approach, we presented the retrieval (and classifica-
tion) performance of the system as a function of number of reference
clusters thus derived. In this case, the k−means algorithm was ap-
plied to the whole set L of P feature vectors ( P ≈ 2.5×106 feature
vectors). In this work, to easily manage such large data sets and fa-
cilitate parallel computations we propose to split the available data
L into S parts, and then combine them to index the audio clips. By
this divide-and-conquer approach we can obtain N ′ = N

S
smaller

number of clusters for the individual parts and then use the resulting
N ′ ·S clusters to derive the unit-document frequency matrix. In this
work we present performance analysis of the retrieval system using
this approach and compare it to our earlier approach of clustering the
whole set L into N clusters. Two possibilities are considered:
1. The available training data L is split into S parts, and the
smaller individual parts L1,L2, . . .LS are clustered in to
N ′

1, N
′

2, . . . , N
′

S where N ′

i = N

S
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , S}. Then,

the sets of reference clustersN ′

i are combined (resulting inN

clusters again) for the subsequent unit-document frequency
matrix and mapping into the latent perceptual space. In this
case, the k−means algorithm is performed on the smaller
L1,L2, . . .LS parts but the SVD is performed only once.
Therefore, while it has reduced the computational load of the
k− means algorithm, the SVD still needs to be performed on
anM ×N matrix. Note that a R dimensional representation
is obtained for the audio clips.

2. Using the same sets ofN ′

1, N
′

2, . . . , N
′

S clusters it is also pos-
sible to derive S individual term-document frequency matri-
ces, then perform S SVDs and then combine the resulting
vectors by augmenting them. In this case, S k− means al-
gorithms are performed on L1,L2, . . .LS and then S SVDs
are performed respectively. The S individual SVDs however,
are performed on their respective M × N ′

i matrices where
N ′

i = N

S
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , S}. Due to augmentation, this re-

sults in a R = R′

1 +R′

2 +R′

3 . . . R′

S dimensional vectors for
the audio clips.

These two possible methods are illustrated in figure 1. Splitting the
data into smaller sets and then combining them does not change
the original motivation or formulation of Latent Perceptual Index-
ing. However, the information extracted and the eventual represen-
tation in the latent space is different in this case. The difference
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Category Files Category Files
IMPACT 16 NATURE 85
OPEN 8 SPORTS 151
TRANSPORTATION 295 HUMAN 357
AMBIENCES 311 EXPLOSIONS 18
MILITARY 102 MACHINERY 117
ANIMALS 359 SCI-FI 121
OFFICE 144 POLICE 96
HORROR 98 PUBLIC 44
AUTOMOBILES 53 DOORS 4
MUSIC 25 HOUSEHOLD 38
ELECTRONICS 49

Table 1. Distribution of clips under each semantic category.

stems from the fact that perceptually descriptive units derived by
k−means on the smaller parts does not equal the units that would
have been obtained by directly clustering L. The set-wise inter-
section of N reference clusters or points derived through k−means
clustering of Lwith theN reference clusters derived by individually
clustering L1,L2, . . .LS may or may not be null. These however
are differences caused by the practical aspects of clustering that also
projects to the unit-document co-occurrence measure subsequently
calculated. As mentioned earlier, the advantage of splitting the data
set into smaller parts is that the computations for the individual sets
can be done in parallel and the resources required by the computa-
tionally intensive k−means and SVD on smaller data sets are many
orders less in comparison to directly working on all the data together.
Consider the savings in method 1: the overall worst-case runtime for
k−mean algorithm forN clusters of P points of d dimensional data
is O (NPd) [11]. If we split the P points into (say) S equal parts,
then we only need to find N

S
clusters from each of the P

S
points.

If the S parts are clustered in parallel, this reduces the runtime to
O

(
NPd

S2

)
. Similarly, consider runtime savings in method 2: SVD

runtime for sparseM ×N matrix with c non-zero elements per col-
umn is O (MNc), by splitting the data and running in parallel the
runtime isO

(
M N

S
c
)
. This form of runtime reduction is relevant for

very large data sets that is prevalent in Web 2.0 applications.

2.1. Data
For the framework presented, 2,491 whole audio clips from the BBC
Sound Effects Library [12] were used. The selection of the clips
used here belong to twenty one high-level semantic categories and
the number of clips under each category is shown in table 1. For
feature extraction, all the 44.1kHz stereo clips were down-sampled
to 16.0kHz and converted to mono.

2.2. Acoustic Features
For the experiments, a representation for an audio clip in the latent
perceptual space is derived using the signal-level features. In this
work, a fourteen dimensional feature-vector set popular in content-
based audio classification tasks is extracted from each audio clip.
Twelve dimensions are comprised of perceptually motivated Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), with the remaining two
representing the spectral centroid (SC) and spectral-roll-off fre-
quency (SRF) measures. The SC and SRF measures are normalized
to half the sampling frequency of the audio clips. The features are
extracted by windowing the audio signal with a twenty millisecond
Hamming window at every ten millisecond.

Fig. 2. Average Classification Performance using 3 nearest neighbor
rule on the twenty one sound categories.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

All the classification/retrieval performances have been estimated by
averaging results from 10-fold cross-validation. First, the available
M clips are randomly split into 10 equal parts. For each fold, one
of the 10 parts was used as the test set and the remaining nine were
used for training. Note that the k−means and unit-document fre-
quency measures were performed only on the train set.

Similar to our initial investigation in [2], we target the perfor-
mance estimates for N = 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000 refer-
ence clusters. For the data splitting strategies discussed here, the
training data (in each fold of the cross-validation) was split into
S = 1 (no splitting) S = 10, 20, 50 parts. The number of clusters
N ′ for each of the S parts are N ′ = N

S
. The average classifica-

tion accuracy for the twenty one semantic labels are shown in figure
2. The classification was performed using the 3 nearest neighbor
(3NN) rule. The average chance-level classification performance is
11.4%

For Method 1, for the original case of S = 1 the average accu-
racy improves with larger number of clusters, with best performance
in N = 4000. For S = 10, 20, 50 , the average accuracy is compa-
rable to S = 1 and for N = 4000, 8000 it is higher by about 2%
compared to the S = 1 case. The reason for observing slightly better
performance could be related to the practical aspects of the k−means
algorithm: For LPI, smaller number of reference centroids derived
from the smaller sets of data could be better than discovering large
number of clusters from large number of feature points. For the case
presented here, k−means can also be seen as an unsupervised model
fitting procedure that results in a better fit for the smaller size of fea-
ture points. Best performance is for S = 50 and N = 8000. The
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Fig. 3. Average precision for the top 25% of the retrieved clips.

average precision and recall retrieval rates for this case is given in
figure 3. The chance-level retrieval performance of randomly choos-
ing clips is also included.

ForMethod 2, the increasing trend in average accuracy values as
for higher values of N is again observed. Additionally, the average
classification performance for S = 10, 20, 50 cases are consistently
poorer compared to the S = 1 case of no data splitting. An interest-
ing result is that amongst the three splitting cases, the classification
accuracy for S = 10 > S = 20 > S = 50. This indicates that
performing smaller SVDs and then augmenting the vectors results
in a poorer representation of the clips in the augmented latent space.
Given the performance improvement due to splitting in Method 1,
the poorer performance here can be attributed to the SVD dimension
reduction. Since, in this case, the unit-document information mea-
sure from only a part of the set of reference units is used at a time.
Additionally, in this case the global weighting factor for the unit-
document matrix [4] considers only N

S
factors at a time that could

cause un-normalized scaling of the columns of the unit-document
matrix. Although the performance is degraded this approach of per-
forming multiple, smaller SVDs can be more practical for very large
collections that can be expected especially in Web 2.0 applications
whereM ≈ 105 to 106 and N ≈ 104 to 105.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this work, an alternative, divide-and-conquer approach to latent
perceptual indexing has been presented. The two computationally
intensive processing steps: the k−means algorithm for discovering
reference units and the SVD for rank-reduction of the unit-document
frequency matrix, have been approached in a computationally more
manageable manner by diving the available data set into smaller
parts and processing them individually. This is compared to our
original approach of processing the complete data together within
the context of content-based audio classification experiments on the
BBC sound effects library. Our results indicate that this is indeed a
viable approach to handling large amounts of data that is typical in
Web 2.0 applications. The performance of the latent perceptual in-
dexing framework is comparable to other retrieval systems that tar-
gets unstructured audio indexing [13, 14].

The promising results of this work allows us to look at other
strategies for discovering reference units that is critical in latent per-
ceptual indexing of audio. Similar to probabilistic Latent Semantic
Analysis (PLSA) [15] as a part of our future work, we plan to ex-
plore the potential of probabilistic modeling, and other strategies to
rank or weight the reference units that will result in a more efficient

representation of the acoustic information.
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